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D.B. Searle's closes its doors
by Sarah Tieck

.

ASs1srANT MANAGING EDITOR

~-

There were"no 2-for- ls last Monday night
at D.B. Searle's.
D.B. Searle's was closed - indefinitely
and with no explanation. In the window was
a sign announcing lhe business's indefinite
closure. It reads, "We regret to infonn you
that D.B. Searle's is closed until further
notice .... Thank you for allowing us to serve
you for 20 years. Mr. and Mrs. D.B. Searle's."
"It's kind of a mystery what's going on
over there," said Jim Martin, manager of the
Red Carpet Ni1eclub.

EmpJoyees and customers found out the
business had closed the same way.
"We don't know any more than anyone
else," said senior Dana Johnson, employee of
D.B. Searle's for two years.
Owners Jeff and Holly Celusta did not
infonn anyone of their plans to close the
restaurant and nightspot.
"We had someone training-in on Saturday
nigh1," Johnson said, explaining the
employees had no idea of the Celustas'
intentions.
According to Johnson, D.B.'s situation is •
not unique for a restaurant closing.
She said when Gambini's closed, none of

their employees were notified.
"It's my understanding that it's restaurant
etiquette," she said.
Martin said this was standard because if
employees in this type of business know it is
closing, the business owners run the risk of
employees not showing up for work or ~e
greater possibility of people stealing from the
business.
The Celustas could not be reached for
comment. However, Martin speculated ·
possible causes for the business's closure. He
noted the town's liquor orclinances are
undergoing . many changes. One of these
changes is the possible elimination of late-

night drink specials. There has also been a
minimum wage increase.
"It's tougher and tougher to make a dollar
selling drinks around here," he said.
Johnson, like ocher employees, has begun
looking for work. She said she has put in four
applica~ions, bul the process is time
consummg.
"It was my only source of income," she
explained, noting she'd have to dip into her
savings to pay living expenses.
She said she is also saddened to leave
behind this job because of the family-like
camaraderie among the staff.
"It's equivalent lo a death," she said.

Faculty
rejects

THE FUTURE IS SO BRIGHT... I'VE GOTIA WEAR SHADES

offer
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The Inter Faculty Organization,
the union representing Minnesota
state university faculty, has not
accepted the latest contract
proposal from the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities.
The new proposal
was
delivered to the IFO on Friday.
MnSCU has said the new proposal
would withdraw its concern about
"arbitrary and capricious" in
relation 10 tenure and promo1ion
decisions.
Also
reportedly
withdrawn by MnSCU was the
ability to use more adjunct
professors.
MnSCU's
new
economic proposaJ is closer to the
lFO's last proposal, but not equal.
These are lhe major issues that
Erik Pettnen/ON-UNE EDmJR
have kept the IFO and MnSCU
Senior Matt Christensen's sunglasses reflect the variety of warm weather activtties Tuesday on the Atwood Mall. Today's from coming to an agreement.
temperatures are expected to reach the high 70s.
However, the IFO claims
,:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ~i~td~U/ its 1
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by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR
AND

Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER
The mood was reserved Monday
night in the Atwood Brickyard, as
on-lookers sa1 and li stened to
students relate stories of racism at

scsu.

The stories came to light during
Student Government's Commission
on Racism. The forum was planned
during the last few weeks and
scheduled 10 begin late Monday
afternoon and will continue through
the middle of next week.
'Though our request was turned
.. · down earlier in the year for a forum

such as this, this shows s1udents of
color and the campus body that you
(Student Government) have the
courage to approach racism, ~hich
has never been done before," said
senior Marvin Lyman.
Stu6ents were invited to the
forum by Student Government in an
effort to bring 10 light racially
discriminatory activity on the part
of the university as a whole. In all, ·
12 students appeared to , give
testimony about alleged incidents.
Each . testimony began with a
statement
from
Student
Government • President Christy
Hovanetz, who acted as moderator Shane Opatz/PHOTO wrroR
for the event. The statement read in Senior ~arvin Lyman discusses his experiences with racism.
part, "No one will be pennitted to the purpose of relating an person.
referenceanyindividualbynameor experience, generally refer to the - - - - - - - - - by position. You may, however, for administrator, faculty or staff
Go TO SENATE, PAGE 4 •
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IFO 10 take the economics to
arbitration,hasnotfullywithdrawn
the ability to increase the use of
adjuncts and has not increased
MnSCU's last economic proposal.
The new proposal from
MnSCU
and
the
strike
authorization vote were discussed
in a meeting Tuesday in which
faculty had a chance to ask
questions and voice concerns.
Dave Abel, IFO president, Jim
Pehler, president of the SCSU
Faculty
Association,
Bruce
Romani~h, chief negotiator for the
IFO negotiating team, and Bill
Langen, local action coordinator
for the Faculty .association,
addressed those concerns.
State university faculty will be
taking a strike authorization vote
on April 27.

Go ro STRIKE, PAGE 4 •
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C\MP(JS & CoMMUNITY BRIEFS
lab in the education building.
There is room forW participants.
Also, some members of the Student .
Instruction will be offered by Oerhlein,
AEYC attended regiona1 conferences for the • Coach Denny Lorsung, team members and
NAEYC last weekend.
several people from the .world of baseball.
Debra Carlson, director of the Lindgren · Guest instructors include Dana Kiecker, a
Child Care Center on campus, said the former Boston Red Sox pitcher, Minnesota
Tile Minnesota AssociatiOn for the . Center's parent advisory group decided to Twins Rob Schiel, Greg Thayer and Dave.
The St. Cloud Human Rights Commission
·
Vetch, and Kansas City ~oyals pJayer Charlie is hosting a panel discussion for renters.
Education of Young Children has provided a honor their staff for this week.
$1()0 grant to the SCSU Student Branch for
"We're really grateful to our student staff Eisenreich.
The event is scheduled between 6:30 p.m.
The clinic will start after the double- and 8 p.m. tonight at the Council Chambers in
the annual Week of the Young Child, April 19 for the great work they do," Carlson said.
t(f>25.
header between SCSU and North Dakota St Cloud City Hall.
The Week of the Young Child is a national
State University.
April is Fair ijousing Month .pid the open
event celebrated to fOCus on the lleeds of
A $IO cost covers admission to the fOrum will provide renters a chance to ask
children and families.
double-header, a Husky Baseball Clinic T- questions and receive information about their
The National Association for the
shirt, a hot dog and a soft drink.
rights and responsibilities.
Education of Young Children is an
Participants names will also be entered in
Guest speakers include Christy Sno:W of
organization composed of more than -I00,000
a drawing to win autographed baseballs from the Minnesota Fair ' Housing Center, Doug
members involved in care and education of
The SCSU baseball team and its coaches Florida Marlins player and alumnus Jim Clark of St. Cloud Area Legal Services,
children from birth to age eight.
are hosting a baseball clinic on May 2.
Eisenreich.
Laqice Sewell of Woman House, and Rick
According to Atldrea Forrette, president of
For more information, call SCSU's Podvin of Domus Transitiona1 Housing.
Coach Dave Oerhlein said approximately
the Student AEYC, the grant will be used to 30 children from grades -one to six have baseball office at 255-3208, or Oehrlein at
For more information, contact Paula
· update books and materials in the cuniculum already signed up.
21()-0859.
Engdahl at 255-7204.

Grant provides funds
for celebration of
Minnesota's children

Renters receive

chance to discuss .

rights; responsibilities

SC.SU baseball team
plans dilldren's
clinic for May ·

WHAT'S

IIAPPENJNG .
TODAY
Sex and the Bible .
The Lutheran Student
Fellowship hosts a weekly
discussion examining Biblical
views on sex at 5 p.m. at 201

Fourth St. South. For more
information call 259-1577.

Top Gun
The University Program
Board's Films Committee
presents "Top Gunn at 7 p.m.

tonight through Sunday in
the Atwood Little Theatre.

SATURDAY
Winds and Percussion
The Winds and Percussion
Ensembles pe1iorm .at 8 p.m.
in Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 or

free wjth an SCSI_! ID.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Assessment testing is required
for sey~I summer and fall classes:
In the'Summer, Math 130, 131, 133;

in the fall, Math 070, 072, l I l, 112,
1113, 115, 193, 196, 211 and 221.
The testing dates are as follows:
Friday at 3 p.m., April 28 at 9 a.m.,
May I at 4 p.m., May 6 at 11 a.m.,
May 8 at 3 p.m. , May 13 at 11 a.m.
and May 19 at noon.
All tests are given ill the
Engineering and Computing
Center, room I 10. Students need to
bring a photo ID and arrive five
minutes prior to the start of the test.
For more information, call Janis
Cimperman at 255-2026.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to

University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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STATE, NATION
Low gas prices
here to stay, for

a while at least

& WORID BRIEFS

prices, they have predicted a 3.8
percent increase in highway travel.

. Forni.er Beatie

· mourns death of
the~~=~-of.g~willstaylowinto wife linda
According to the Energy
Department, gasoline prices will
average $1.10 for unleaded regular
gas until the _end o(,~mber,
Around Minnesota, gas prices
currently range from $1 to $1.1-2.
According to experts, these gas
prices will probably rise before
summer, but will remain low and
affordable.
These lower gas prices will mQst
likely lead to an increase in
highway travel, according to the
experts. They attribute this to the
good· economy and moderate gas

ashes / in pastures and woodlands
surrpunding the family's farm in
southern England, · according to
reports released Tuesday in British
newspapers . .
Linda McCartney was known
for her beliefs and practices
regarding
animals
and
vegetarianism.

Linda McCartney, 56 and the
wife of former Beatie Sir Paul
McCartney, died last- Friday in
California.
She was suffering from breast
cancer.
McCartney had his wife
cremated in a secret ceremOny just
hours after her death. He and the
couple's four children were the only
people present at the funeral.
Family and friends were not
notified until after the ceremony.
McCartney scattered Lind:i's

China plans to

serld first man
into outer space
China will celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the
People's Republic next year.
This celebration will coincide
with another first for the country.
China is planning to send its first
astronaut into space, according to

the Guangzhou Daily.
Last year, two astronauts
completed training at Russia's
Gagarin Cosmonaut Training
Center. Also, China has been testing
for manned space flights at a launch
site recently.

Phone 'slammers'
slammed back
Federal regulators "slam"'liiecf
some
long-distance
phone
slammers. \
The Federal Communications
Commission said it had received
more than 1,400 complaints against
Fletcher Companies for changing
the long-distance P!Ovider for
consumers without authorization
and charging them. The company
was fined $5. 7 million.

IN IIIsTORY•••

2

YFARS AGO-.

~ Ch,onicle (USPS 121'5illlf ........ and edlt8d by"'- Cloud si.ta Unlwrsily ~ and is
put,llshed • . weel<ly d u r i n g ~ · ~ . . ~ ~ - - - "'""Pl.during 11!-..I

On Sept. 3, 1996, several students
were disruptive _at a mandatory
freshman sexual assault workshop.
This group of students, identified
as freshman football team members,
made lewd comments, laughed and
groped each other during the

presentations.
Lee La Due, in charge of Sexual
As.sault Services, said the workshop
involved about l',400 freshmert
The two-hour session included
testimonies by . sexual assault
survivors, facts about sexual assault
and scenes acted out in play form to
show possible real-life scenarios.
La Due noted Jt was hot and
uncomfortable, which may have
oonttibuted to the probie= .'

CoRRECilON
In Monday's Classifieds section,
there was a classified titled "Egg
Donors Needed!!!" The number for
OPTIONS was incorrectly listed .as
J-800-886-9673. The correct number

is 1-800-886-9373.

I:-;..'+ff!,i,i-i~c'!fle'-'="""
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Professor takes .c lass on the road, again
by Shawn Neudauer · ·

''The best thing I can say about
lhe program is it lets you meet
people you would never nonnally
A program seldom seen at get to meet," Platt said.
•
SCSU has resurfaced and promises
One of lhe people Platt met was
to take interested students on a behavioralist B.F. Skinner, best
whirlwind tour this summer.
known for his concepts on human
It's the Psychology Tour Course, learning.
and it begins July 13 and continues
Another alumnus who took part
through Aug. Y. The course aJ!ows in the trip was Duane Kiley. Kiley is
students to not only visit with some · now an assistant principal for a
of the most well-known names in vocational eduCation .school in
behavioral sciences, but to see parts Kalamazoo, Mich. He recalled his
of the- United
group
in
1973
was
States , lhJ.Y
probably •
one
of
would
not
psychology
otherwise
and religion.·
visit.
He had lhe
last
The
chance
to
time .the tour
meet with
was offeretl
Martin
was in 1979.
Lulher King,
Gerald
Sr. and visit
Mertens,
the
Rev.
MANAGING EDITOR

professor of
psychology,

said, "It's a
chance io get
students

together and
run arourid the

It's a chance to get
students together
and run around the
country looking at
.the best of
psychology.
Gerald Mertens
PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR

Jesse
Jackson's
organization
in Chicago.
''The trip
even helped
me

country

looking _at the best of psychology.
The trip is really a who's who of
behavioral sciences."
Several alumni are among the
people Mertens and his class will

visit this year. One is Mary Platt, a
professor at Genesee Community
College in Batavia; N.Y.
Mertens asked Platt to give her
lecture under the mist of Niagara
Falls. Platt went on the first tour in
19JH11ru;[~ r ,V.i,bJi:iJ;7, l" ' ,. ~.?t

'determine
where I wanted to go to graduate
school," Kiley said. "I chose
Western Mkhiian University in
Kalamazoo."
·Mertens, who has been teaching
at SCSU since 1965, said his first
trip with the program was tile initial
tour 28 years ago.
"There
were
some
administrative policies lhat made it
really .tough to put the trip together
.until thi~iYeri' ~~rteM e,xp!~,,,

"Until recently, approval for' the
program usually Came in the spring.
Some of those p<1licies changed and
gave us the go ahead much earlier
than before, so we had the time this
year to put things together."
Mertens said approval for the
tour came in January.
·
· According to a tentative
itinerary, students will . gather at
SCSU July 13 and will be
welcomed by such well•known
people as SCSU President Bruce
Grube, St. Cloud Mayor Larry
Meyers and Lt. Gov. Joanne
Benson. The group will take part in
lectures and discussions until July.
15 when they will begin their
journey with a trip to MinneapoliS. ·
0ther sites·included on the tour ire
universities in Wisconsin, Chicago, ·
Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo,

N.Y.
Mertens also said the program
offered more than the average
,c1assroom instruction.
"It's always been fun, but there
are a lot of challenges along the
way," he said. "Here we're in close
proximity for three weeks. It's
almost a kind of a social lab."
Mertens added the program is
no vacation. Students will receive
instruction from as early as 7 a.m.
to as late as 7 p.m.
"It's credit for a five•week class
given in three weeks, and justifiably
so," Mertens said. "For the person
who isn't ready, it can be mildly
stressful."
Mertens recalled a previous trip
in which the clas.s met on the rim of
the Grand Canyo~. One of the
people they visited had been
working near the Grand ,Qmy.qn.

Kristine While/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Psychology instructor Gerald Mertens will be teaching a course
from behind the wheel second summer session. Students will
be taking cars or a bus, depending on enrollment, to major cities
including New York and Chicago, to study psychology.
when the tour passed nearby. This
sparked the stop al_ Nia_!!:ara Falls
this year.
_ ;rtir~ are ~till pJ1tpty ofc,sp~ces

available for this year's tour.
Anyone interested can contact
Mertens at i55.2138. The cost is
about $1,00?~!1-°d ~1:cludes tuition.

New director heads up

Unusual mascot promotes
admissions recruitment transportation options
)

by Kristin Albrecht

Recruitment has to be up-terdate on new
technolo'gy and budgetary · questions. He
CO-NEWS EDITOR
said the director needs to work with the
Afte~_a delay in contract signing, offices 9f financial aid, records and with
SCSU has filled one of the crucial ' the deans and chairpeople of each college.
administrative positions.
Sherwood Reid, the current director, is
Annette Day ~as been named as the retiring June 30 and will be working
new director of Admissions and closely with Day to train her in on the
Recruitment for the university. Day is many parts of the job. Reid has worked at
·currently the assistant director Qf SCSU for 32 years.
Admissions fof the University of
Day was one of three finalists for the
Minflesota - Twin Cities and will begin at director position. The other two finalists
SCSUMay JI.
.
were Timothy Utter, the director of
•~ll> ·having a one-on-one interview
Admissions at Concordia University in
with Annette I saw
St. Paul, and Scott
she has the experience
Flanagan,
assistant
with the public sector,
vice president of
large institutions and
'Enrollment Services at
we needed someone
. St. Francis College in
with these kinds of
Ft Wayne, Ind.
experiences,''
said
In March, each of
Myron
• Umerski,
the,_finalists had to give
director of Advising
a 10. to 15· minute
· and
Orientation.
presentation ·
to
Myron Umerski
''There is nothing like
students, ·staff and
DIRECTOR OF AINISING AND
past success."
facultJ. Umerski said
ORIENTATION
The
university
he also interviewed
didn't want to release
each of : th~ thcee
Day's name until the contract was finalists.
accepted and signed.
Day received a bachelor's degree in
Umerski said he is trying to bring Day religion with a sociology emphasis from
into the loop by orienting her to the Hamline University and a master's degree
processes the university goes through. In 'in counseling and college student
the next couple of w~ks she will be developmoot . from Mankato State _
attending meetings with a host of people University.
from different parts of administration.
She has been working at the University
Day will also be meeting with staff of Minnesota for eight years and
members and getting to know the works predominantly with prospective
university's personnel along with the student services for the College of
Admission's staff.
A~ricultural, Food ~and • Environmental
The director of Admissions and ~tences. .
_

Jbere is nothing
like past success.

.

by Ellie Paul

'

·······················.....
Students may wonder why they've seen a big
green frog on campus. The frog is promoting
Alternative Transportation Week for the St.
Cloud Metropolitan Transit Commission.
Alternative Transportation Week is when
someone tries alternatives to driving alone in his .
or her Vehicle. There are many possibilities like
carpooling, riding the Metro Bus and walking.
Participants are encouraged to fill out a
pledge fonn and are automatically registered to
win prizes. Participants pledge the kind of
alternative transportation they will use and how
many days they will use it.
,
Kathy Mitchell, marketing assistant, is also
an employee transportation coordinator for the
St. Cloud Times. She said out of 275 employees,
46 are participating in this program.
."A lot of our.employees are riding their bikes
and a lot are carpooling," Mitchell said "The
greatest percentage are carpooling, then riding
the Metro Bus, then biking or walking."
An ·employee transportation coordinator
takes pledges. An ETC is a person in the
workplace devoted to the program and someone
who can answer questions.
The people at the Tunes think this is an
important issue and promoted Alternative
Transportation Week by hanging posters, giving
away prizes and having drawings every day.
They also had a kick.off party with ·a big frog
pifiata. An newsletter was sent infonning
employees of Alternative Transportation Week,
and every employee who participated received a
green frog IQ put on his or her desk.
This is the.first year the St. Cloud Times has
participated and the first year the Metro Bus has
put this much effort into Alternative
Transportation Week.
DeNae Hiltner is the marketing coordinator

for the St. Cloud Metropolitan Transit
Commission.
''Going into the event we had 160 c·ompanies
sponsoring this event. At this point we also have
about 2,390 participants."
- Many of the participants are from
companies, but others received the pamphlets or
heard about it through advertising.
TCI §able and Media Services is one
of the companies sponsoring Alternative
Transportation Week.
Senior Production Supervisor Tom
Wakefield works for TCI media services. He
said the media department helped in promoting
on television.
"We provided promotion se(Vites by putting
on a couple of lelevision programs and
providing air time," Wakefield said.
Kathy Anderson, circulation assistant
manager for the St. Cloud Times, is participating
in this event. She is riding her bike three miles to
work for two days.
'1 wouldn't have been aware of this event if
we had not had Kathy Mitchell as an in-house
supervisor," Anderson said.
Anderson is also participating in The "Shape
Up Challenge" and is benefiting from both of
them.
''It is nice that these two events fall at the ·
same time because I can use points from biking
on the 'Shape Up Challenge' at the same time,"
Anderson said.
There are many benefits which come out of
using Alternative Transportation Week. Cleaner
air, reduced stress and saving money are only
some of them.
Participants also have a chance to win great
prizes like mountain bikes, roller blades and
airline tickets.
For more information on Alternative
Transportation Week;call 251•1499.
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College Day to celebrate c~tt:tre, education
by Julia Peterson

there are people here supporting
The main event of Unidos
them. We are united," Tototzintle Progresando College Day will be
the 'Fiesta Grande 'at 7 p.m. in
said.
The main event of Chicano
Gonnan Said MEChA wants to Halenbeck Hall Main Gym. The
History Month will be Unidos · show the high school students that ,Fiesta is free and open to the public.
Progresando
College
Day furthering their education will open Food w_ill · be catered by Boca
tomorrow.
·
doors for them.
Chica, a Mexican restaurant in St.
Movimiento
Estudiantii'
"MECh;\ is about building Paul. Th~ Cuauhtemoc Danzanres
Chicano de Aztlall is sponsoring the leaders in our community. will again do a ceremonial dance, a
event with Admissions and the · Education will help you with your piiiata .will be broken, and then the
Cultur.al Diversity Committee. struggles when you go back to the band Latin Sounds will perfonn.
About 20 Chicano/Latino high barrio," Gonnan said.
The high school students will have
school students will be traveling to
Tototzintle said ·the students a lock-in from midnight until about
SCSU
from
Chicago
and from Chicago and Milwaukee will 7 a.m. Saturday when they' return
Milwaukece, 30 from the Twin _ be arriving at SCSU Thursday home.
Cities, and 30 from outstate evening because they have the
"We've had a really good
Minnesota. • ,:.
longest drive, while the, Minnesota response (to the College bay) from
Sophomore
Marisela . students ,will arrive Friday morning. the community," Gonnan said. "We
Tototzintle,
MEChA
co'They will experience a nonnal ha\le students from the U of M, St.
chairwoman,
explained
the college 'visit with a tour, financial Ben's and St. John's cciming to
significanceofUnidosProgresando aid workshop and eat at Garvey," meeMhe high school students."
College Day and ChicanQ History Tototzintle said.
Gorman said the. high school
Month.
Tototzintle said they will also go students will have SCSU student
"Chicano History Month is to a mock class taught by SCSU volunteers from the cultural center
when we celebrate the history of professors. "It's to show them what Organizations that will Provide
our peoples," Tototzintle said. "It's an actual college class is like," she . housing and supervision.
important because it gives us a said.
''The volunteers from the
chance to let ·people experience our
SCSU alumna Sarah Riley, cultural center are pitching in and
culture, our foods, music, literature admissions counselor, said four supporting the students. We're
and movies."
professors will teach students from trying to get as much college/high Juli.a Peterson/ASSOCIATE EDrIVR
Sophomore Graciela Gonnan, I to 2 p.m. Friday: Tamrat Tademe, school student interaction as Junior Teresa Imholte dances with the Cuauhtemoc Danzantes
MEChA member, said the main human relations; Rex Veeder, possible," Gonnan said.
Tuesday afternoon in the Kimberly A. Rltsche Auditorium.
objective of College Day is for English; Jeff Bineham, speech
Tototzintle is also a Danzante have a commitment not only to the the youth."
Chicano/Latino
high
school communication; and David Boyer, and will be danciJlg during the Danza, but also to serve the
Imholte, also a Danzante, said
students to see that a college philosophy. Riley said they will ceremonies. Friday. She said Paztel community. ''We have a political the word Chicano comes from the
education is reachable and attend a Minority Student Programs and Judith Cuauhtemoc and the perspective. We will be with the word Mexica. "We are celebrating
obtainable for them.
presentation at 2 p.m..
·
Danz.antes are here because the community
whetleve·r
the Chicano people's roots," Imholte
"We know the struggles they
The students will then attend the ceremonial dances educate more community needs us," Cuauhtemoc said.
face in the barrio, and we overcame ceremOny by the Cuauhtemoc about the Mexica (Aztec) nation, said.
Cuauhtemoc also explained part
those barriers to become successful Darizantes Friday at 3 p.m. on the Chicano people's indigenous roots.
Cuauhtemoc explained why it is of the ceremony is to ask
students," Gonnan said.
Atwood Mall, and then atten'd a
Paztel Cuauh1emoc, teacher of important for the Danzantes to~ at pennission from the ancestors to
"We chose the name Unidos MEChA meeting at 4 p.m.
the Danzantes, said he is originally SCSU during Chicano History dance before the Danza.
Progresando (Progressing United)
According to Teresa Imholte, from Mexico City but now lives in Month.
"We ask pennission to dance
because we knew it was a theme MEChA co-chairwoman, the Los Angeles. The Danza is a
"Danzantes activities, or any because the Danza doesn't belong
that everyone would feel welcome Danzantes have been visiting traditional ceremony from the kind of traditional Danza is to take to us, it belongs to our ancestors,"
with,!' Tototzintle said.
schools -in the St. Cloud area, Aztec . people. "The Danza is: the ·'care, support and develop human ~ said. '. 'Just lik~, Mp,t~r Earlh•
"We Want the stlldents to come correctional facilities, and members traditional,
warrior,
spiritual beings," he said. "We' need to does not belong to us, we belong to
to college so they can progress, of AIM and native people in the ceremony," Cuauhtemoc said.
·
develop pur traditional roots with Mother Earth."
learning together, and they know TWin Cities and St. Cloud
Cuauhtemoc said the Danzantes
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Se.tiatePAGE1
Anyone who singles out any person
by name or position will lose any and all
speaking
privileges
and
will
immediately be requested to leave."
The purpose for the generic
descriptions of those involved in the
stories was to avoicl slanderous· or
libelous comments and tg_ protect all
involved.
While each student was warned not
to name specific individuals or their
titles, at least two neglected to follow
· this regulation.
·
. However, ~only on~ person was
mterrupted and caut10ned of the
reference policy when he broke policy
and referred lO a person by name and
later by a specific title.
·
Hovanetz said she stopped the
speaker when she heard reference which
identified a specific individual.
"If someone wasn't stopped .it is
because I didn't hear it," Hovalletz said.
"No one was given special pennission to
state any names or specific titles."
The second part of the session begins
Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the Atwood
Brickyard and will focus on faculty, staff
and. administration's answers to
questions and the extent of racism on
campus.
Christian
Rothe,
Student
Government public relations chainnan,
said the intent of the proceedings was to
give
Student Government a recorded
document listing the _incidences of
racism on campus. It is the intent of
Student Government to use this
dOCument in working with the
university to help solve SCSU's racial
,problems.

Strike PAGE 1
A "yes" vote· would give StateruidMoorhead,"Pehlersaid.
authorization for the IFO to 1bc LOU would allow for fulldeclare ;i strike at any time.
time adjunct professors at SCSU
"I think the point has to be . and Moorhead State University.
made clear that the strike
Pehler e;-.:plained SCSU has
authorization vote is not a •vote to 6.7 percent adjunct faculty, which
cease work imffiediately. It gives he said SCSU President Bruce
time to inform the public," said Grube has said is enough to allow
Robert Johnson, director of flexibility. Pehler said Grube did
Minority Studies.
not know about the LOU.
. The decision to take a strike
Abel
described
salary
authorization vote came after the increases are being offered 10
JFO negotiating team told the IFO state univershy professors to
board negotiations were not teach at other universities. Some
progressing. The team asked the examples are $7,000 more per
board for support.
year at Gustavus Adolphus · and
'This is not bargaining as $9,000 ·more at Northern
usual. It's something really Michigan University.
unusual forus," Abel said.
"When they tell us we're
He said the decision to take a overpaid I don't know where
strike authorization vote was not they're getting theiC numbers,"
made lightly.
Abel said.
"Ultimately strikes work
Faculty said they feel salaries
because they hurt somebody," in the Minnesota state universities
Abel said. "In our case are not competitive with other
unfortunately the main people we universities
so
the
state
hurt are students."
universities are not able to hire
MnSCU's concern over the high quality faculty.
"arbitrary · and
capricious"
'.l-'m sorry but unfortunately
phrasing was also withdrawn by as president the oflly thing I can
MnSCU in October according to recommend for our faculty to do
Abel, but eventually reappeared.
here is vote 'yes' and vote
State universities limit the strongly
'yes' (for strike
amount of adjunct faculty hours authorization)," Pehler said. He
to IO in one year, after that they explained MnSCU does not
become fixed tenn, meaning the understand higher education and
state is obligated to help them the types -0f degree programs
with social securiJy. retirement offered at-State universities.
and other benefits.
"It's the survival of St. Cloud
"InterCstingly enough there is State University and the quality
an arrangement for an LOU, letter that you represent. That's what's
Of understanding, at St. Cloud at stake," Pehler said.

Newman Center.

°TI:'e

Catholic Church on Campus.

396 First Avenue South

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M .
SUNDAY: 9 A.M .. 11:15 A. M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251 - 3261
OFFICE: 251-3260
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Awards granted to ~g business group
For its efforts over the last sexen months,
SCSU -was awarded the International
Community Service Awafd. Along. with this
award they received a $500 prize.
. Another aspect which led to SCSU's
success at the conference was its market
· research committee. This was placed in the
top eight in the nation for its research on the
Staff report
Kellogg Company.
AMA was awarded another $500 for this
St. Cloud State Univirsity's · American achievement. The gpal of the research project
Marketing Associatjon, the largest business was to analyze the concession stand industry.
organization On campus, was awarded "Top It also detennines what products Kellogg
Midwest Regional Chapter'' at last weekends could profit from by introducing them into
International Collegiate C_onference in the concession market.
Dallas, Texas.
'
"All our members worked very hard to
"Being selected as one
make this· one of the
most dedicated arid
of the top four AMA
chapters in the country was
successful chaPters in
school history," Flom
a great accomplishment for
us," said Ryan · Flom;
said.
·
Some
different
president of the SCSU
aspects of the campaign
organization.
include
pricing
Over the weekend, the
this
SCSU AMA chapter
slrategies, detennining
what
competition
presented some of its
accomplishments for the
Kellogg would face in
that specific market and
· year. They were evaJuated
by national judges in , the
what
products
at
national
areas of business and
concession
standard
consumers
would
community service.
Last quarter, AMA
actually btiy.
raised more than $16,000
Jeanie Hoium
Primary
research
for ,muscular dystrophy,
included developing a
VICE PRESIDENT OF AMA
· survey and distributing
with its annual "MDA
MARKETING SERVICE
Volleyball-A-Thon.''
it to more than 200
Other
community
people. The researchers
service areas AMA is involved with include also , did individuaJ interviews and focus
groups.
,,,. : 1so
All statistics and data were compiled into
McDonald Pop Tab Drive.
a 30-page campaign, which was judged by

SCSU American
Marketing As,sociation
chapter voted top four
-in the country

We worked hard
on
project
· and were very
exdted to present
it a
level

t:!'J;;:g~{ ~1ps;i~,d~~~1d

Photo Courtesy of American Markelilg Association

The American Marketing Association wins award in Florida. AMA is the largest

organization the business department has to offer. Members involved in the
organization have majors related to business programs.
About 60 percent of AMA members are

the AMA National Headquarters in Chicago.
The campaign, which was developed by
15 members of the SCSU chapter of AMA,
was presented by four executive membci:s
last Friday in Dallas.
·"We worked hard on this project and were
very excited to present it at a national level,"
said Jeanie Hoium, vice president of AMA's
marketing services.
Of the four top regional chapters in . the
country, New Mexico State was awarded the
honor of AMA Collegiate Chapter of the Year.
SCSU will use the money awarded at the
international conference to cover a portion of
the costs of attending the coi:iference. They
also used the money for the annual spring
banquet.

markctillg majors. W~th the remainder of the
group members coming from various other
areas such as advertising, finance and·speech
communications.
At the piesent time there are more than
I00 members in ·the SCSU organization.
AMA offers students a chance to network and
build marketing skills. They are involving
Campus events and various opportunities
within the St. Cloud area community.
Students interested in joining AMA can
attend a Wednesday meeting at either
noon or 5 p.m. in Atwood Memorial
Center or call the AMA office at 255-3no.

Students continue to sell
themselves after graduation
High paying computer jobs
in demand, loolang for
many graduates
by Eric S..Dietz
STAFFWRrrER
Seniors and new graduates often tum to Career
ServiCes for help in finding a job.
Many times students are able to find a job right
· after graduation because of a demand, oftentimes they
find a job not related within their major.
The major a student is enrolled in is not nec~ly
a deciding factor in what career or field they will be
joining.
"The economy is good right now, there are jobs for
almost everyone," said Addie Turkowski, interiq_i
director of Career Se'rvici s. "Even though -the
economy is getting better, students need to have job
search skills:"
The abilities to market and sell ones' self to an
employer are vital for obtaining a job. Employef'S look
for communication skills, teamwork abilities and a
computer background.
·
"Employers want someone who is developed in
communications skills, presentation skills and
teamwork skills," Turkowski said. 'The computer
industry is growing so fast there is a need for new
graduates. A lot of things are hea:ded to.wards
computers."
The two fastest growing positions in Minnesota are
Computer Systems Analyst paying an average of
$17.07_an hour, and Computer Engi,neers paying an
average of $17 .04 an hour.
"Elementary education is tight right now in

· Minnesota," Turkowski said. 'There are more 'grads
than jobs. The need is elsewhere in the country."
Currently, the demand for elementary education
teachers is in the western 'portion of the country and
Alaska.
Bilingual. education is in the greatest demand of all
education positions in Minnesota. according to the
1998 Job Search Handbook for educators. The
education position in least demand is physical
education.
·
Looking at salaries of the same job in different
regions of the country is not always a deciding factor
in the quality of life one will lead. Factors such as
living, transportation and· housing costs of that region
should be taken into consideration.
· Employers are beginning to offer signing bonuses
to entice new graduates to work for their company.
These bonuses can range from increases in salary to
paying for moving expenses to increased benefits.
Oftentimes these bonuses require that th~
employee work for the company for a certain amount
of time, according to Turkowski.
Continuing an education pays off in the long run,
in terms of increased salaries. .
Completing four years of college, on the average,
will allow a roll_ege graduate to earn $14,300 more per
year than a high school graduate, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics
·
By completing four years of college, a college
graduate increases his or her chances of getting a job.
The unemployment rate of high school graduates
is 4.9 percent. The unemployl!lent rate of college
graduates is 2.3 percent.
"You shouldn't wait-until the last weeks of college
to start finding a job," Turkowski said. "Students
should start thinking about_the world of work soon~r."

St. Cloud Tedmicli College offers rn·er
' 100 educationa l options in a ,-:1riet~
of progr:1111 lengt hs

If you 'd like more in fonn:nion or to enroll.
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EDITORIAL

Is this trip -really
necessary?
A-freight train has been rolling through SCSU. Most
have fig\v;ed out _where this train m:iginated. But, w)lile
some see it as a means of transportation for their ideas
and of gathering information, others have yet to figure

out the engineer's intentions and destination.
The ''train" is the Commission on Racism. Tue
commission's creators have applauded Monday's effort
as a success. Many of its participants have done so as
well. But others are confused about the hearing's
purpose.
The hearing is an attempt by Student Government to
answer student complaints of institutional racism on
campus. Their published intent was to gather information to bring to light and acknowledge racism at
this university. This part of the task seems to have been
fulfilled to their expectations.But what's this hearing accomplishing? Tue
statements read before each testimony indicate it wasn't
an attempt to discredit individuals, yet several names
were dropped during the meeting.
There is no means of publicly verifying any of the
accusations or incidences described during the hearing.
Even if there were a method of legitimate, legal ·
verification, does anyone think Student Government has
the time and human resources to accomplish this part of
the task? If even one person's career suffers from
misleading or false information, the damage is
irreversible, irrevocable and final.
It's as if some students have taken the· position that
since they felt threatened by "university officials" this is
a means of calling various people to task and making ·
them feel threatened instead.
Racism is a problem at SCSU - True.
_
Communication between administration, faculty, s}aff
and students is nearly non-existent - True. Tue best
means of solving these problems is for the majority
group to point the finger and tell the others what a
crappy job they're doing - FALSE!
Wouldn't student interests be better served by an
ombudsman; as suggested by more than one university
representative? This whole thing smells like an attempt
by Student Government to placate the students.
(Arguably thejr job.)
How about trying something consauctive rather than

something anyone can construe as vindictive?
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Life brings change, butterflies
seatbelt and· walked away
memories.
unscathed from his totaled
My dad tells me I am
auck. .
too intense. He thinks I
There was nothing he
bum like a bonfire and
could do to control,
wants to protect me from
predict pr prevent his
an early b~out.
._
Stars were
accident.
But, I don't know how
Tue road of life
to let up. I would not
sprinkled across
the night's flesh
is much like this.
change anything. My
like silver
Experience is
feelings, choices and
freckles. Tue
dangerous like ice
memories are my own and
on a lonely night,
I firmly believe holding
moon smiled and
but it also has the
back and living less
so did I.
power to inspire a
intensely would be like
I felt content,
confident and
smile like an
drinking flat, watery soda.
afternoon at
I want to be courageous
even a little .
Munsinger Gardens.
and be myself.
hopeful.
This emotion is
There is no better time
I saw a quote
than a golden day when an somewhere about courage.
significant because last
orange-and-black butterfly It read, "Courage is fear
week was terrible. I
thought I would never feel . tiptoes past.
'.' that has said its prayers."
Sometimes,
I try to
better.
I finally understand how it will land on
..
remember
this as· I face
quickly and drastically life your shoulder.
Other times, it
each new
can change. Many times,
there is absolutely nothing just flutters
Courage is
day and each
new feeling
one can do to alter events·. past.
My mother
fear that has this week.
This is a lesson I was .
introduced to a year and a has always told
said its
Everything
half ago when my dad was me I should
happens for a
feel lucky just
prayers.
reason, and I
nearly killed in a car ·
to have seen
don't want to
accident. Last week it
resurfaced.
·
one of life's butterflies.
take away any possibilities
She does not dwell on its
or ruin any beauty which
My father is a
wonderful and confident
departure.
might be along my
driver. He has logged
Still, it is frightening to
journey.
thousands of miles
acknowledge
I am trying to aust my
circumstances can change
hopeful gut feelings and
guiding our family on
vacations out West.
as quickly as the direction know I am on the right
Still, when he was
of a butterfly. ·
path.
My gut reaction to this
Something good is
returning home !O Sioux
is to hide my eyes and
coming, but now, I long
City, Iowa, after dropping
me at school one night, his protect my heart. But, that for beauty and butterflies.
would be a coward's
Most times you have to
Suburban hit a patch of
choice and rob me of
wait for those. But, if you
highway ice and flipped
over several times.
precious, necessary
believe and stay, they
· He was wearing his
experiences and
always come.
Walking outside this
week has been glorious.
On Tuesday, the night
skY glowed like a burning
flame seductively dancing
behind a curtain of blue

wax.
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Lack of awareness
is most damaging
This week is International Awareness Week here
at SCSU, which hopefully many of you have
noticed. I say hopefully because from all
appearances, the vast majority of students are _
unaware of what is happening on this campus at
any giv<;n )J!Oment. It is both _saddening ahd
disappomtmg to realize how little mvolvement the ,
average student has with the sChool they attend'
daily.
.
.
HITHER &
Disappointment is
YON
something we all learn to live
with in life, but few would
say they relish the experience.
Effons beg to be recognized,
if only for the fact an effort
was made toward a goal,
attainable or not. Many of the
groups and organizations on
campus have been striving all
this year for the fact an effort
was made toward a goal,
attainable or not
NA1HAN A.
Some of the same names
Am,BoRN
keep popping up, and these
are obviously groups of people who feel strongly
that changes need to be made for the bettennent of
people as individuals and as students of this
scholastic institution. ISA, SCAR, GLOW,
MEChA and others have constantly called for
support arid change.
Unfortunately, the·people these groups (and
ID¥JY otfien iike ttiem) have tried to attCCt do not
usually attend meetings, rallies, demonstrations or
protests. This leads me back to my feelings of
disappointment.
Many of these organizations sponsor and
schedule speakers, panels, inovies, and other
activities in an effort to educate all ofus about the
problems and issues plaguing us in a seemingly
endless stream this last year.
However, when attendance at these events can
be counted on one or two hands, disappointment
begins to creep in. I know how busy school, worl<
and life can be. Those of us trying to affect change
are not asking for that kind of involvement or
commitment. I do not attend every event, nor do I
tty.
What we as)< IS for people to ask themselves if
they have done something to help end the sadness
and hate.pf racism, sexism, bigotry and prejudice.
Attending sports, most concerts, and being on a
fiist name basis with the bouncers at MC's or the
Red Carpet do not count as being involved. That is
participation, not involvement. To be involved
implies a sharing or exchange of ideas and/or
energy. Can you say you have truly been involved
with your school this year? ·
If you think that SCSU being labeled a "party
school" after the 1988 Homecoming riots is as
ridiculous as most people do, how do you. think
you will feel five or 10 years from now when
people are describing us as "that school that is so
racist and prejudiced?"
No one is asking for superhuman effort or
commitment. With more than 14,(X)() students,
though, we should be able to get more than three
or four people to see a speaker, or at a multicultural panel or movie showing. ;Not being
involved means you are not part of the solution to
these problems. And as the old saying goes, if you
are not part of the solution, you are part of the
- · problem. Sad, and disappointing, but true.

Adjuncts provide quality, experience
This is in response to Judith
Dom's letter in the April 20th
edition of the University
Chronicle. Dr. Dom is mistakenly
confusing the adjunct instructor
status with a lack of quality. Many
of the adjuncts at SCSU have
tenninal degrees. Many are
published. Many have presented
papers at academic confererices ..
Most belong to national academic
organizations. Most continue to
research their field. Most are wellversed in pedagogical practice.
Most (possibly all) have previous
teaching,experience. All (in my
acquaintance) care deeply about

their students and the quality of
education they receive. All (in my
acquaintance) love to teach.
My own experience includes
inore than education. It includes
experience with unions, including
the International Longshoreman's
Association, Communication
Worker's of America, and Hotel,
Motel, Bar and Restaurant
Employees. This experience has
shown me that when union
contract negotiations get hot,
critical thinking diminishes on
both sides. Those involved
develop unquestioning loyaltiesto
philosophies and groups without

examining either. _
Before supporting any side,
look behind the political rhetoric.
Don't be fooled by ad hominem
attacks or unsupported assertions.
This letter is not intended to
demonstrate support for either
faculty or a(fmiriistration. It is,
instead, a defense of what I
consider to be a high-quality
group of professi.onals, the
adNncts of sc~u.
Carol Mohrbacher
Proud Adjunct Instructor
English

Choose pregnancy center.carefully
"Whai if I'm pregnant? For help and hope call the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy Center ... Birthline's
Cating professionals will listen ... not judge."
Evety week we see these notices in the University
Chronicle and posted in women's bathrooms across
campus. A woman visiting one of these centers for a
free pregnancy test will soon find that these claims of
-non-judgmental counseling are fraudulent.
These centers are designed to misinfonn and
intimidate women; to go to any length necessary to
dissuade a woman from ending a pregnancy.
"Counselors" attempt to induce guilt by engaging
women in discussions about religious views and
beli~fs. Clients may be shown shocking and
deceptive films (such as the Silent Scream) that
include pictures of mutilated fetuses and stillborn
babies. These centers make exaggerated promises of

financial assistance, medical treatment and adoption
or child care arran~e~nts in the effort to convince a
woman not to tenmn1ife a pregnancy.
When }'ou select a clinic choose one with a clearly
established reputation. Most ''crisis pregnancy
centers" have no medically trained or supervised
personnel. Our campus Health Services and the
Family Planning Center both provide a full range of
contraceptive alternatives and offer non-biased, nonjudgmental infonnation regarding pregnancy options.
Julie Ingmire
Chairwoman, Students for Choice
Junior
Women's studies

Send an e-mail to
chroni~le@stcloudsiate.edu

and letters to
13 Stewart Hall,
St. Cloud,
Minn. 56301
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Co~h brings winning ways to scsu
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Winning comes naturally when
you are talking about Paula U'Ren.
In he.i; first season as head coach
of the SCSU softball squad, U'Ren
has guided ~ Huskies to a 28-J I

record and an 11th place ranking in
the latest Division II poll.
After two seasons as a graduate
assistant coach under Sue Becker,
who departed to take a job in the
administrative department, U'Ren

said the experience of coaching has
been a positive one.

"Coaching, is a great thing for
me tO do at this time of my life,"
U'Ren said. "I was grateful to
Becker, who took me in as a
graduate assistant and being a
player in the (North Central
Conference), I always knew SCSU
had &?00 players on its team."

U'Ren played at Augustana players," Bruesk~ said. "Being that :
College from 1992-95, where she she is young'er and has been
was named All-NCC, All-Region through it (player) recently, she can
and All-American for three relate to us better."
consecutive years.
On the Huskies' recent road trip,
In her senior season · with the they defeated U'Ren's Alma Mater
Vikings, U'Ren was named the twice at the Mankato State
NCC's Plafer of the Year and American
Legion
Softball
finished among the top IO in the Tournament. SCSO has posted a
nation in batting average, home 2-2 record th.is season against the •
runs and runs batted in. ln four Vikings, which is ranked third in
years at Augustana, · the Vikings the nation.
posted a 207-45 record, including
U'Ren said defeating her former
an impressive 57-7 mark her junior team is nice, but only for the
season.
standpoint of getting the wins.
SCSU senior third baseman
"(Augustana) is a totally
fody Brueske, is one of three different team from when I was
Huskies who remembers playing the~," U'Ren said. "Right now,
against her current head coach.
there is only one player that was on
'.'I was a freshman at the time, the same team as me, but the
and I remember (U'Ren) hit two schools are a big rivalry, and I
homers in a game against us," always liked the competition
Brueske said. "She had a between the two."
tremendous playing career, and I
"We play Augustana a lot and
have a ton of respect for her as a it's a big rival, but just the other day
player and a
she was telling
coach."
••
us how it
Even though ====tal■F=== seems
like
U'Ren is only
such a long
three years out of
time since she

college, she said
the

itch

of

playing doesn't
exi~!Ian~~ore~he

f.1:i~!P~~ :~
what I did as a
player," U'Ren

said.

Paula U'Ren has guided the Huskies to a 28-11 record this season in her first year as the head
softball coach.

"As

I have a ton of
respect for her
(URen) as a
player and a
coach.

a

Jody Brueske

was a player,"
Liggett said.

Due
:~lt:e,

to
of

!~~;~:~~'
at Moorhead
State

Univer.;ity

player, all you do
SENIOR THIRD BASEMAN
were
is show up to the - - - - - - - - - - unavailable.
game. As a
SCSU's next
coach, you have to make sure the game will come Friday in Grand
travel is set, the field is in playing Forks, N.D., against the University
conditions and there is a whole lot of North bakota.
more behind the scenes than a
SCSU then travels to Fargo,
player."
N.D., to participate in the North
Former
infielder
Monica Dakota
State
University
Liggett, who has helped out thi_s Tournament both Saturday and
season as a student assistant coach, Sunday, before closing out the
said U'Ren is highly respected by season next week at home against
the players and the coaches on the the University of Minnesotateam.
Duluth.
"She's J;,een excellent," Liggett;,
With U'Ren's experiences with
said. "When she first took the job, winning, Brueske said she likes the
we really didn't know what to Huskies' chances for a bright
expect, being she was so close in future.
age with the players. But from my
"She's been there and played on
standpoint, .everyone is handling it national championship teams,"
well and the players all like her a Brueske said. "I have a lot of
lot."
respect for a person that wins that
Brueske said the age has made it many games."
easier to adapt to U' Ren's coaching
It's safe to say, U'Ren has
techniques.
installed a winning attitude around
"I think it's easier for the the softball diamond.

Huskies take J:..of-4 non-conference games
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU baseball team continued its
five-day string of doubleheaders Monday and
Tuesday, winning three out of the four games

played.
At Bemidji State University Monday,
SCSU swept the Beavers by scoi:e,s of 6-5 and
18-3 respectively. The Huskies were ill action
Tuesday in Marshall, Minn., splitting with
Southwest State University, winning game
one 7-6, and dropping the second game 6-5.

At Bemidji, senior Pete Brost pitched a
seven-inning complete game allowing five
iuns on 10 hits for th!:? win, and junior
outfielders Mike F1anigah and Mike
McKinney each had two runs batted in, as the
Huskies scored five runs in the top of the fifth
inning, to steal a win from the Beavers.
The Huskies bombed BSU in the errorriddled second contest SCSU freshman
pitcher Neil Jenzen surrendered three runs on
two hits, while senior shortstop Mi~h Ries
and freshman Brad Sarauer each had three

RBI's for SCSU.

The teams combined for 14 errors in the
second game.
Against the Mustangs of SSU Tuesday,
freshman Luke Hanegraaf got enough run
support to earn him his first win of the season;
7-6. Ries and junior second baseman Tim
Boland each had two RBI's for SCSU, and
juniorTim Scully recorded the final out of the
game to pick up his first save of the; year.
SCSU couldn't come away from the four~
game swing with a sweep, however, as the
Mustangs earned a split of the doubleheader
in the second game. SSU right fielder Matt

Hanson went one-for-four at the plate, with a
homer, a double, and two RBI's.
Senior Brian Von Eschen pitched six
innings for the Huskies and gave up five runs,
four of them earned, and nine hits to drop his
record to 0-2 on· the year.
·
The Huskies will be in action Friday in
Sioux Falls~ S.D., taking on Augustana
College in a doubleheader, then will travel to
Brookings, S.D., for another twin bill with
South Dakota State University Saturday.
SCSU's next home game is a doubleheader
Monday against the Beavers at I p.m.
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Womens tennis Stars
a.iming for UNC s ~ g

Call Julie or Shane at
255-4086
10 for $15 2"x 2"

byRobLaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU wom~n's tennis team
has one goal for this weekend - to
knock off the University of
Northern Colorado.
After a third-place finish at last
year's North Central Conference
Championships, the Huskies have
only one new face from last year's
squ;i~or transfer Tally Jo Satterlee
•will be participating in her first
NCC Championships this weekend
at ihe St. Cloud Tennis Center.
Satterlee said she knows UNC is
the team to beat and is hoping
SCSU gets a break in the drawing
of teams.
"We want at least second place,
but it all depends on the luck of the
draw," Satterlee said. "(UNC) gets
the No. 1 seed, but we're hoping we
get drawn on the Mankato State
University side and not Northern
Colorado's."
UNC comes into the two day
. tournament as six-time defending
champions.
1be last team other than the
Bears to win the NCC crown was
SCSU in 1991 .
Currently, UNC is ranked third
in the Midwest Region.
The Huskies, ranked 19th in the
Midwest, are coming off a
tournament that had them playing
four of the top teams in the country.
.
Satterlee said the experience of
I playing against top calibar teams at

Check out the exciting opportunities
in high tech careers from Toyota!
•

• High paying professional career
inthefastestgrowingoccupation
• College Degree or Certification
• Hands-on, state-of-the-art training
• Placement in Toyota dealerships
T-TEN: The right tool to help you build your future!

formoreinformat,on call

1.A,00.441.5141

Or VISII us on the Web at

Thursday, April 23, 1998

http://www.t-tcn.com

St a.ouD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
203-6076 o r 1-800-222-1009 ext. 6076
ADAi\ccessibleFaciloty/\ffifmati•eAc6on/EqualOppo<tlrityEdocatorandEmployer

last.weekend's Midwestlnvitational
T~umament, in &lm~n~, Okla.,

;~~ ~~k:;: the Huskies chances
''The teams down there
(Oklahoma) were in another
league," Satterlee said. "Th~y don't
even compare to teams ~und here.
But, eve~ though we didn't ~are
well,
1t
was
outstanding

~~~i~~~:: ~~,=~~.,Prepared

The NCC Championships begin
Friday for the women's team and
conclude Saturday at the St. Cloud
Tennis Center.
'Tus is what we play the whole
season for,''. S~tterlee s~d. "We' ll
find out this weekend 1f we are
good en~~gh to- win the
tournament.

NCC Champions
1997 - Northern Colorado
1996 _ Northem Colorado
1995 _NorthemColorado
1994- Northern Colorado
1993 _ Northei-n Colorado
1992 _ Northem Colorado

=

::~
~~f~~~ate
1989 _ Mankato State
1988 _ St. Cloud State
1987 _ St. Cloud State
1986 _ Mankato State
1985 _ SCSU/MSU
1984 - North Dakota
1983 -North Dakota State

!:!i

=t~~:~Colorado

IUfflPI l@tl IPik@I
®

KKRS
NEW SUNDAY NIGHT BAR SPECIAL

IEINENKUGEL'S
ANDASUCE
ENJOY A 16 OZ LEINE
AND A HOUSE SUCE OF
AWARD .WINNING GREEN MIU PIZZA

$2.99

Gillil!ans On The River
is now forminl! co-ed
volleyball leal!ues
• Get some friends toSether
and sign Up now for your
volleyball team!
• Limited number of team
spots available.
• Leagues start May 26 and
play every Tues, Wed, &: Thurs.

For more information contact
Gillil!ans on the River
(6 miles north of Sartell)

253-7784

8PMTOCWSE

BARAREAONLY
WATCH FOR THE RETURN OF THE $1.99
.MARGS IN MAY!

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br. apartments available from

$175 to $225

Bridgeview South. Bridgeview Wesc. Park South.
C lassic 500 and River Ridge.
tl'Bldgs. With FREE computers for student use
ti' Walking distance co campus tl'lntercom en.cry buildings tl'Private
bedrooms with locks tl'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Microwaves v'Off-street parkin_g v'Dishwashers v'Miniblinds on
all windows ti' Air conditioning V lnterior and exterior areas welllighted v'Wel! -rnaintalned building and grounds

259-6455

bnght

R

While fans may not be "Wild"
aboqt th e Dallas Star5 anymore,
:~y faitful
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: ; ; that e
LAPLANTE
used to call
the Met
Center in Bloomington, Minn.,
home, edged the New Jersey
Devils by two points as the NHL's
topregularseasonteam.
Dallas opens the playoffs
against No. 8 seed San Jose, and is
looking to erase last season's
nightmare after a first-round defeat
to the Edmonton Oilers.
While mos! people are picking
the Detroit Red Wings to repeat
this season as Stanley Cup
champions, I find myself, again,
cheering for the Stars.
Many people have lost interest
in the·Stars, and rightfully so.
After all, the team was swept
away from us because of a
psychotic, sex-driven owner (Norm
Green) that jumped his team south.
Another reason for loss of
interest is lack of players who were
on the team before the StarsJeft
Minnesota. Currently, the Stars
have five players (Shawn
Chambers, Derian Hatcher, Craig
Ludwig, Richard Matvichuk and
Mike Modano) who were member
of the North Stars.
When Modano was in
Minnesota. he was tagged as the
next superstar.
Now, he is a star and with a
, solid supporting cast, Dallas is a
gocxl bet to go all the way.

':> ·.

)

t4

/ argu";;~t1;1eB:ic:::!r°iu~~ers
(Chambers, Hatcher, Ludwig,
Matvichuk, Daryl Sydor and
Sergei Zubov) in the league, Danas
will be difficul~ to score againsL
Offensively, the Stars have the
tools to get it done. 1bey possess
five players (Modano, Joe
Nieuwendyk, Pat Verbeek, Jamie
Langenbrunner and Jere Lehtinen)
that scored 20 or more goals.
Minnesota fans should be
familiar with Nieuwendyk. In
1985, the North Stars traded a firstround draft pick to Calgary for
Swedish forward Kent Nilsson, an
under-achieving center.
While Nilsson flopped in
Minnesota, the Rames were
paying dividends as Nieuwendyk
went on to score 5 1 goals his
rookie campaign, earning him
NHL Rookie of the Year honors.
Nieuwendyk's 39 goals this
season led Dallas and mix in the
22 g;imes that Modano missed due
to injuries, Nieuwendyk is my pick
as the league's MVP.
In the end, the Stars wi]l shine
bright, after capturing their first
ever championship banner.

Student servers: Masters ofpatience
'

Kristint White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Senior Becky Rockwell, public administration major, Sl!rves soup at Ciatti's in downtown St.
Cloud Wednesday afternoon.

by Muriah Miller
STAff; WRIJ§R

" W e r e is
service?"
customer

our
a
says

after sitting down for a couple
minutes in.a restaurant.
Little does the customer know
the server is busy with other tables,

their needs,· and juggling the
thoughts in his or her mind that
have been pushed in during the
school day.
When entering the world of
servers, a customer with patience
and consideration .is of utmost
priority, and p~vides the·

opportunity ·to give quality guest school and work, aoo·neect to forget
service:
·
alxrut school while I am at work so
For many SCSU students, it is a • I can g,ive great service."
common daily scenario to carry a
For Houlihan, serving at Ciatti's
full load of credits, extra-curricular is a main source of income for her
activities, a pan-time job or two,
and even a work study on top of it.

While so much of St... Cloud's
income comes from college
students, at least half of those
employed at SL Cloud's restaurants
are the students of SCSU and the
College of St Benedict/St. John's
University.
''lime management is the
toughest thing to conquer," said
Bridget Houlihan, junior, and a
server at Ciatti's.."I need ·time for

and gives her a chance to develop

communication
skills
with
customers and co-workers.
"Working so interpersonally
with people _at Ciatti's creates
a bond," Houlihan said. "It's a
great support network for people
also."
Customers· may not realize the
things going on behind the scenes.
of a restaurant and the organization
it takes to keep operations running
smoothlytoaccommodatetheguest

I

and the effort of the server to put freshman Jason Matula, who works
atBaker's Square.
•
their best face f01Ward.
When Matula gets stressed out
"You aJways have to be on your
toes, thinking fast, and have good with the busy rush at work, he puts
people skills. You have to be good it in perspective by thinking of the
under pres.sure and be prompt for place as just a restaurant, and it will
the guest," said Neidra Holmstrom, continue.
,
When describing the job to
a· sophomore and former server at
. someone who has never served in a
D.B Searle's.
Keeping a positive attitude restaurant or bar, Matula,
through everything, for the welfare Holmstrom and Houlihan brought
of the customer, is important to up key words like ·efficiency,
Holmstrom. She said die most prioritization, positive attitude and
stressful moments occur when the patience.
"You do a million things at
restaurant is e~tremely busy and the
food is taking a long time to be once,'-' Matula said. "Yoti always
have to be
prepared and
thinking and
served.
keep up as well
With
the
as you can when
closing of D.B.
it gets reaJly
Searle's,
busy."
Holmstrom said
The servers
she would have
stressed
the
a big void in her
under
importance of
life for the
the customers
time-being.
Working
to
putting
themselves in
support Ji.er life
their shoes, and
at
the
treating
the
restaurant,
servers the way
Holmstrom
Neidra Holmstrom
they
would
like
pays
for
FORMER D.B SEAALE'S
to be treated.
everything
SERI/ER
While
from rent to
tuition,
and
Houlihan
including a car
devCloping
and its bills.
people skills and creating networks
''D.B.'s was also just a huge at Ciatti's, Holmstrom said she has
sociaJ life for me," Holmstrom said. become a much more confident
"We are like a huge family, and it person in presenting herself to
was almost like someone fiad died people because of her experience at
D.B.'s.
when it closed"
The two servers expressed their
For Matula, serving has changed
sociaJ attachment to their job. They his attitude when he is on the
said it became. part of their social sitting side of the table being waited
life because they spent so much on.
time there.
'1 don't expect the server to be
Away from the restaurants and perfect now, I understand their
pubs downtown are many diners · mistakes," he said. "And'aJso I'm a
·and bars on Division Street. One of huge tipper."
those is the place of work for

You .have to be
good
pressure and be
prompt for the
guest.

Post~secondary ·program cuts college costs
High school senior
takes advantage of
program to get ahead
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

A rise in the post-secondary population at
SCSU has left the campus looking a little
younger.
Most college students have enough to
handle just balancing classes with a social
life. Now, many students are trying to finish
high school on top of that.
·
Post-secondary programs have steadily
been gaining popularity all over the nation.
They allow high school juniors and seniors to
complete college credits while finishing
school.
,
.
For Jessica Siemers, a high school senior
from Little Falls, it was an easy path to
choose.
"1 figured my senior year would be
,.boring," Siemers said. "I wanted to challenge

myself
and get a head
start
at college."
Siemers was not
aJone. Almost half. her
class is doing the same
thing either at SCSU or
at Brainerd, and the· .1
reasons are plentiful.
One of the biggest
selling points to
Siemers was the low
cost. The state picks up JES.SICA SIJ:MERS
the check for tuition
'
and books, while she pays room and board.
With that benefit, however, comes
probiems. Many students hive .abused the
program by failing to go to classes or take
school seriously.
According to Siemers, that can make the
experience pointless.
"Some people just don't care," she said.
'They don't get anything out of it."
She noted some students use the post~
secondary program as a way out, but that·can
have serious consequences.
''If you screw up here, it goes with you on

your transcripts wherever you go," Sie~rs manaiement skills. ·
said.
The experience has not been without
If she had her way, only students with a ~ regrets, though. Although her friends and
G.P.A. of 3.5 or higher would be allowed to family have been supportive, leaving them
go post-secondary.
wasdifficult. ·
"My friends have been
Siemers, however, has
made a point to take
around for me, but it's
advantage of everything
been difficult to keep in
touch," Siemers said.
the college experience
has to offer. She has taken
"I kind of wish they
a diverse range of classes,
were here so we could
she lives on campus, and
experience this together."
has
even
joined
Getting
first-hand
organizations.
experience at a large
'1 don't think I would
university has made ii
be as satisfied if I didn't
more bearable, according
do as much," Siemers
to Siemers, who will be
said. "I'm not the kind of
Jessica Siemerst:~':!n. with her
person who can just sit
.POST-SECONDARY STUDENT
"T'm really happy I
around."
The post-secondary
did this," she said.
Although Siemers will
program has allowed
Siemers to consider a variety of possible . be attending the Medical Institute of
careers and to meet a lot of people aJong the Minnesota next year, she believes that her
way.
time at SCSU ha,; really prepared her for
She has also learned some time whatever the future has to hold.

I wanted to
challenge myself
·and get a head
start at college.
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Here's the answer. ..

roted <Best Gourmet Coffee in St Cloud
regetarian ~ regan menu items aoailablR
breathable atmosphere (smoke free!).
only 3 minµtes from campus
a great place to study

~

we roast our own coffee

homemaae soups, stews f pasta salads
homebaked breads, desserts f pies

2018 8th 8t. ii. 8t. Cloud
(3201 282-2800

WITH A WIDE RANGE OF
SELECTIONNIKE
BAUER
ITECH
C C M
MONTREAL
EASTON , -, T"!,CKLA
JOFA
SHER-WOOD
KOHO
LOUISVILLE
CHRISTAN DOUGLAS

University Village
Town homes

Available 98-99 School-Year
4BDRM APTS

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year
Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

Quiet; Convenient locations

Universit, Scauare II
Starting at $175
✓

Off Street Barking
✓ Controlled Access
✓ Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

✓

Laundry
-,
✓ Air Conditioning
✓ Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker

Call ~Toda11!1

253-1100

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES
Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters needed
•Excenentpay&lncenlives
•4dayworkweek

• No experience necessary & pd. trai'ing
•Year round employment

(612) 942-9709

r------------------,
features Include:

• Heated Swimming Pool

• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In BedroomS • Ceiling Fans in
_Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities• • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

:~
I
I
I
I
I
I

: ~

$25.00

Referral Bonus

Give to a friend. If they sign a lease with Campus Management,
you receive $25 offyour first month's rent
(1998-99 school year).
Your Name_________~ - - - -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L------------------J
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6T. C LOUD .
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud. MN 56301
f320J 251-2569

WE BUY ANO SEU. USED
Compact Discs
·cassettes

·

APARTMENT
FINDERS

\lilleos

Leather Jackets

259-4040

Attention ·
Pre-Business
Students

(?) _

0008

~~~~-~-.

~i~
iiZR~
0
<►.~♦- ~
l~{

Y ~r~ uired ~~ ~=
come to the

.« •

Happy Dour
'•*--- /.'.FREE FOOD,9-IOp.m.
•

A

(;hook _, our

~

Brand New

~-

lffURSDAY
YA{O BAR NNlE .

~~ ,, ~~~z-:~

Student Servl~es
Office, BB 123 ·
to obtain your :
. ACCESS CODE: for fall
Semester 1998
Come EARLY to beat
. the line!

You're ·closer to home
than you think.

1-800-COLLECT

U NIVERSITY

Chronicle/14

Housing
EFACIENClES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841 ..
Plug-ins$20/$35 garages. ·
~orestv!!D~~& ~•-location
Gampus Clipper bus line. On-stte
laundry. ·Heat, w,ater, garbage'" &
partdng/pllJ!l•in_inc,tuded. 654-8300.

Classifieds

Thursday, Aprq 23, 1998

NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Gall us today!
253-1154.
•

Policies:

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE ITJ 1- and 2-bdnn. apts.
wi\h various · floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon· Friday for Monday's
edition.
'
·
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of spate.
·
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available·at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.

WEST CAMPUS
. · single rooms near Halenbeck.
available for "in{lture student$ , iri $17&mo. Heat_pd. 251-6969. ·
quiet building. 12-morith lease only.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
Call 240-9483.
on the ~E!b, ' SCSuhousing.com.
Gampus Management.
FORESTVIEW
2- & 3-BDRM. APT.
large 1- & 2-bdnn. apts.. Free
2-BDRM. APTS.
STILL LOOKING?
.
summer and fall. Allan 253-3488, or
rese,ved parking with plug-ins.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275 251 -1010.
Quie~ walk-in closets. On bus fine. quiet. spacious 1- & 2-bdnn. apts. in
Free private reserved • $29:Jmo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 bl~ to
Heat and water pd., $360-$430/mo. 8-plex.
partdng. Laundry, heat pd., $360- , campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-6969.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
$430. 251-6969.
avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bdrm. apts. near
2-BDRM.
Coboms. 12 mo.. leases $320 •
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
$350. 10 mo. lease $360 • $390.
3-BDRM.APTS:
Select Prop www.rent.net/ad&'select very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1 Dan 251-1925.
summerAall. Gall 251-8941.
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267SUMMER RATES
MAL£ TQ /lHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
4-BDRM. APTS.
3291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.
S.E. and Campus locations,
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd., 2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
$100/mo. Call Northern Mgmt. 654$220/mO. Northern Mgmt. 251- newer carpeting, parking. Excel
MICHIGAN PLACE
6969.
Mgmt. 251-6005.
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies. 8300.
1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
FEMALE SUMMER SUBLEASER line. Heat pd., A/C, . $405/mo.
OLYMPIC II
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
WANTED
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
·
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 42-bdnn. on S.E. side. $250/mo.
bdnn. split untts with two full baths. $240/mo., partdng and util. included.
Interested call JennHer at 253-9239.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
OW, micro., security, garages and Large bdnn. in furnished home
located on 5th Ave. Fun roommates! $190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
ports. Heat pad. 253-1154.
Call Enn 203-1459.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or 4-bdnn. apt., heat pd., OW, micro.,
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
251-4160.
. AIC, partdng and carports, laundry.
ROOMS:
APTS.
EPM 251-6005.
. WEST CAMPUS U
close to downtown and SCSU, heat shared kitchen/ bathrooms. $240 HALENBECK APTS.
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251- $260/mo. Also apt. #375 for 1 2-bdnn. apt., near Halenbeck, large
person
$450
for
2.
Util.
and.cable
·
bath, heat irduded.
can· now ?eriting forPsummer arid fall."
9418.
pd. Close to SCSU. Gall 253-0J94
251-6969.
Two fwl batl\rooms, 4-bdnn. apts.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
259-9434.
RAVINE APTS.
SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
IMMEDIATELY .
1 rm. avail. now. Heat pd., free
FEMALE HOUSING
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual fall 1998. 253-7116.
laundry. 202-9598.
4-bdnn. house. Everything irduded.
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. can
CAMPUS EAST
Cozy, quiet, clean. 13th Ave. S.E. 1
252-2633.
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
1-BDRM. APTS.
at $240 or 1 at $260. Gall Megan
1-AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
Extra storage. OW, garages, for rent. $395/mo. Gall Matt, 253- 654-6742.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus secunty. Heat pd. 253-1154.
5787.
4-BDRM. APT.
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
ROOMMATE WANTED
METAOVIEW APTS.
2 car garage, with opener, heat,
8284, or251-9418.
female; $150/mo. Avail. June 1. Gall 2- and 3-bdnn., ciose to SCSU, laundry, central air & city util.
Kim at 240-8759.
decks, OW, heat pd:, AIC, security included. $200/mo. each. Avail.
COI.LEGEVIEW APTS.
garages, micro., Riverside Prop. Sept. 1st 259-5671 .
4-bdnn. units across from campus.
NOTICEII NOTICEII NOTICEII
251-8284, 251-9418.
Clean- quaity living. ow, AIC, heat
Mgmt.
announces:
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff Campus
Reduced rates on 2- and 3-bdnn.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
1-room :i~e~~~~~il. now,
420-1290, or251-8284.
apts. Summer housing also avail. with private bathroom and AIC for - summer and fall. Util., cable
Gall today 251-1814.
the older student. Util. included. TV, irduded. 259-9434.
NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
Caf1JplJs
Mgmt.
announces:
AFFORDABLE
Reduced Rates on 2- and 3-bdnn.
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT. female
home by
apts. Summer. housing also avail. 4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., AIC, heat pd., ciose to SCSU, parking, .Lake George, $200. Everything
·, Galltoday251-1814.
OW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
laundry, OW. Excel Mgmt. 251- included. <;all Megan. 654-6742.
6005.
.
2-BDAM.
side-by-side dl,!)lex near Halenbeck
ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
Hall. can 251-8941.
heat pd., parl<ing, laundry, A/C,
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
5 openings. 1 bl~ from campus on
SCSU close. Huny few left Excel, call today to see an apt.-eff, 3 & 4- 6th. Heat micro., TV, telephone in
251-6005. .
bdrm. avail.
253-1154
or each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.
HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
www.rent.neVads/se1ect
5-bdnn. for 5-6 people. 8-bdnn. for
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
9-11 people. 9-bdrm. for 9-10
NOTICEII NOTICEII NOTICEII
AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan 1-bdnn. $405. 1-odnn. widen or 2bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445. alsc 1• and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus Reduced Rates on 2- and 3-bdnn.
251-1925.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool, line. Riverside Properties, 251· apts. Summer housing also avail.
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet 8284, or251-9418.
STATEVIEW
Gall today 251-1814.
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two bldgs. Call 251-3617.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
4-BDRM. APTS. •
APTS.
STUDENTS
paid. 253-1154.
summer rates $99/mo. all util. pd.
~~~.i:: ~ ~';;i·~~rcom except phone. Also renting for fall
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
and winter. Can Dave after 5 p.m.,
close to campus. Utilities pd.
BENTONWOOD APTS.
AvaHable immediate~. Reasonabk!
251-5246.
SINGLE ROOM
2-bdnn. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23.
rent. Short-tenn leases. Telephone
male, female, summer orlall. 1 bl)<. Avail.611 or8/1. 12mo.leases$380
NOW RENTING
252-6153, leave a message.
to campus, on 5th Av~. . $400. 10 mo. leases $440 - $460. for the 1998-99 school year. 251 •
Very nice, 267-3291 or255-1274. . Heat pd., on bus line, micro. ird. 1814 or scsuhousing.com. campus
SINGLE ROOMS AVAIIL
Dan 251-1925.
Management
AUGUST1
5 k>cations. $180 - $245, male and .
4-BDRM. APTS.
female avail. Dan 251-1925.
various IIOOrplans. Gall 259-9283 ·
AMENmES PLUS

, ,:. . 1- & 2--BDRM. A~S.

·=

~~~~~~~

;~r~t~~· ~~~1~~-

UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,
DW, AIC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251 -9418.
2- AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Partdng,
laundry. Close, quiet 253-0451.
UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.
FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd.,, parl<ing, laundry, OW,
intercom entry. Excel Mgmt. 251·
6005.
••
3-BDRM. APT.
380 5th Ave. S. 3 people $825/mo. 4
people $900'mo. Quality living, ·oan
251-1925.
vA6ROSS,FROM-OAMPUS"~""'
4-b.dnn. apt OW,-AIC. 240-0679,,or·
250-0679.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdnn. apts. for fall. lrdudes
heat. OW, micro., />JC, blinds. 575 •
7th St. S. 252-9226.
8-BDAM. HOUSE
avail. Aug. 1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, free
partdng. $215/person. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finders,
259-4040.

M& MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
~~~apts., all fresh~ updated.
IVY APTS.
4-bdnn. apts., OW, micro., secunty
~~~ cable irduded. Heat pd.
SMALL 1-BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. Util., parking pd. 253-6606.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdnns., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced Rates on 2 and 3-bdnn.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Gall today 251-1814.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. an within 1 bl~ from
campus: 240-0679, 250-0679.

3- & 4-BDRM. APTS.
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9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full ball1s, free pan<ing
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.

TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVa
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.
$$500,IMO.$$
2-BDRM. ~irM~SCLOSE TO

For Sale
WEDDING GOWN
never worn, very elegant, tank style,
orig. $1,200, as~ng $350. S~e 6-8.
252-5705.

1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o. Call Scott
529-8280, leave message.
MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans Am, well'taken care of,
mint condition. Asking $5,000 or
B/O. Call 685-3917, ask for Scott.
1994 YAMAHA FZR 600

basement, -9ff-street pan<ing. 6548300 or 255-9262.

~~a~~~fi~_•nd runs great.

2- OR ~6RM. APT.
in a house. Private kitchen and
bathroom, non-smoking. 253-53:4Q.

1985 KAWASAKI <,PZ
550 motqrcycle 15,000M. ~reat
condltion. _Carl 253-3335, evenings.

5-IIDRM.HOUSE

65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit.
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

to share·. Free wash/dry and
pan<ing. Call 1imothy, 255-0870.

MALE WANTED
to share 4-bdrrn. apt. near campus.
Non-smoker. 259·9434.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdrm. apts. avail. now. DW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
pan<ing. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents It all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
on 5~:~:.u~csr:~:~As~u. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm., security, OW, micro., heat.
2
40-0679 ' 250-0679 ·
subleaser!~~.':~$~ro;month,- 9.
:...rl¥J ·le_ase 1·mit_e ffom-carrip~
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm untts one block from
new library site on 4th ·Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat ~- 253-1154

Personals
"AMERICAN DREAM"
lose weight, feel great, make $$$. I
lost 32 lbs. and made over $500/mo.
You can too! 1-888-373-7384.
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the Christian father god had his only·
son tortured and slaughtered as a
sacrifice to himself, which is a
christian perfect, moral, family
example of child abuse. The cross is
a symbol for child abuse. The same
god committed genocide on his
children in the biblical flood, and
infinitely tortures his children in
infinite hell. To teach children
Christianity is itself child abuse.
Anyone who is Christian is a
terrorized person, especial~ clergy.
Dare to question religion. Atheism is
true. ChrisUans worship and glorify
child abusers and child abuse. What
you worship is a reflection of you.
Christianily is slavery.

Employment
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
for apt. bids., evenings work. Also
cleaning persons. Call Riverside
Property 251-8284.

REWARDING ENVIRONMENT
flexible hrs., convient locaiton from
SCSU, St. Benedict's Center.

~:o~ie~~:~~

or

Laundry

~ PT every other weekend

~::~~:a~~~e~~~iifn~~ring week in
*Nutrition: PT 4:15 p.m. -8 p.m.

~J~~~~Dw~~.~~\,2:m.

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS
$1,500 WEEKLY
we can offer flexible hrs., potential mailing our circulars. Free
competitive wages, variety of work, inform,ation. Gall 410 783-8275.
fun atmosphere. App~ in person at
Premiere Bingo 3123 Aoosevett Rd. . TEACH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
St. Cloud.
JOBS:
private children's camps, NY, PA,
GROWING FINANCE COMPANY New England. 6/20 • 8/20. Call
seeking intelligent career oriented Artene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428
people for FT and PT positions in
account services. Flexible hrs.,
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
close to C8.mpus, student's dream teach basic conversational English
job. App~ at: Prefenred Credit Inc. in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Norwest-Center 400 1st St S. Suite Competitive wages + benefits. Ask
285A 2nd Floor St.Cloud. 255-9784. us how! 517-336-0629 ext. 1<56811_.
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
STUDY
12 - 15 hrlwk. Evenings &
weekends req. Croat-Kerfeld
Homes Alt. Kirsten 1219 33rd St. s.
St. Cloud, MN 56301
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY?
part-time caretaker position at la
Paz Community (located near
SCSU campus). Aesponsibillties
include:
cleaning/maintaining
hallways,
laundry room &
communtiy
room,
lawn
maintenance, sn6w removal &
minor repairs. Great job for a
student! Appl. avail. at Housing
Servioes, 1252 32nd Ave. N., St.
Cloud, MN 56301. Deadline 4/28.
EEO/AA

WAITPERSONS NEEDED
at local St. Cloud establishment.
Weekend work only with flexible
schedules avail. Competttive wages
plus tips. Interested? Call Cathy at
251-9951.
summe~~A~l~:~i yout11
ages 5-15 in YMCA programs NE
and Anoka
county areas.

~;;~~~~~~ for·fu:;g:~ployrr!~~

2-= Call 1;1~89-8803JQ[app1,_

?~&.e~erroth~rweekeri d_
~ - .EOW 7.45 a.m. · 3.30
P-!11· & occasional afternoon. 1810
Minnesota Boulevard S.E. St.
Cloud, MN (320) 252-0010 ext. 286.
EOE

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
ST.CLOUD
$8.50 - $9.SOAir. Loa.der - unloaders
and package clerk. United Parcel
Service is looking for loaders and
unloaders to help during the
summer. The positions are
. temporary with a possibility of
becoming permanent.
-May 1st - August 30th
-2:45 a.m. - 8 a.m. (times
appproximate)
-18 yrs. or older, lift 70 lbs.
-M-F, ( Sorry no splrt shifts)
-No weekends
-good workout, work at fast pace
We will also accept applications for
a clerk to process parcels within the
warehouse. Need to lift 70 lbs.,
process paperwork, phone work.
Not an office position. Aeguires
correcting bad addresses, etc. Work
station in warehouse. Requires
standing for 3-4 hrs. 6 a.m. - 9:30
a.m. For an interview please call St.
Cloud Job Service at 320-255-3266.
EOE

INTERESTED IN GOLF?
FRIENDLY AND OUTGOING?
WE WANT YOU!
good pay, fun atmosphere, stop by!
Ultimate golf at the stardome 500
Sundial Drive, Waite Park.
MODELING INSTRUCTOR P.T.
flexible, must have prof. modeling
training & experience. Call Teresa
654-6053.
La
Terese,
www.laterese.com
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
desperately wanted by infertile,
hopeful parents. All races needed.
Ages 21 .30 Compensation $3500
Please cau° OPTIONS (800) 886:
9373.
0

'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
WEEKEND JOB?'
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
staff to work Friday 5:30 p.m. Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
S.E. fo St. Cloud and Eden Prairie.
Work 2 -12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school
yeart Work with adults & •ds with
disabiltties. Will train. All majors can
apply, both guys and women
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
friendl@spacestar.com
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2.00
each plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one
slamp to: N - 126 12021 Wilshire
Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, Ca
90025.
GET EXPERIENCE, MONEY,
TRAINING.
now hiring '98-'99 peer educators.
One yr. commitment. Some public
speaking. 5 hrslwk. ADAPT or
Heattt,, promotion. Call Health
Services: 255-4850.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSmONS AVAIL
will train, flexible hours, competitive
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
~f~~ii~;:-21 8-9000 ext. A-

UVE~N ATTENDANT
light house-keeping and cooldng.
Call Chad at 656-9233.
RESPONSIBLE, CARING
PERSON TO BABYSIT
9-yr-old twins in our home this
summer. Reliable transportation a
must. 656-9589, after 6 p.m.
ARE VDU GOING HOME FOR
THE SUMER AND WANT A JOB
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
consider becoming PIT school bus
driver. No experience needed, we
train. Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
AND 2 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. $8.50 ·
$10.SOAir. Call Spanier Bus 251 3313. We are hiring all summer.
NANNIES!
live-in posmons with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy, 1·80tl-726-3965.
THE HOLIDAY INN, ST.CLOUD
will have various positions avail. for
the summer. Please come in and fill
out an application and ask for
Carolyn. We offer great benefits for
working 20+ hrs/wk.!!! We are very
flexible, and will work with you!
Come check us out!!!
HELPWANTEO
men/women earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling Medk;al I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO
DO THIS SUMMER? WANT TO
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN
THECmES?
Friendship \{entures is hiring college
students. We will provide the
training if you provide the positive
attttude and energy! Earn a salary
plus free room & board! Many
positions avail. at Camp Friendship
and Eden Wood serving children &
adults
with
developmental
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
1-80tl-450-8376..
1friendl@spacestar.com
LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, CDL preferred, 253-2226.
ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front p~ople, craft
specialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse.
June 10 to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
JOBS
excellent benefits. Wor1d Travel. Ask
us how! 517.324.3090 ext. C56813.
EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs 1 high~ motivated indi~dual
to
direct
it's
summer
sales/marketing project at St. Cloud.
Contact Pete at 888-509-6313.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to becd'me a
campus rep. 1-80!}-574-7577.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU
CHOOSEII
NY, PA, New England. lnstructo,s
needed: Tennis, · r0Uer-hockey,
basketball, lifeguards, wsi, baseball,
gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene
Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy won<ing and playing outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall. and water
trampoline. Co-~d y9uth camp
located 30 minutes S.W. of
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and
women.
Certified
lifeguards,
program counselors, envir. ed.
assistants and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of
employment start June 13. Must be
18 or older. Training provided.
Salary. plus room and board.
Preference given to college
students internships welcome. Call
for app. or interview, 612-474-8085.

Attention
SUMMER MODELING CLASSES!
also self improvement & image
dasses! learn to become a model!
Starting in May & June. Call to sign
up
la
Terese, 654-6053.
www.laterese.com
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Yourarea. Toll free 1·
800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.
EUROPE - SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Caribbean/ Mexico $229 r~. Call 1•
80!}-326-2009.
http: /iwww.airhltch.org
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Ge7main, Suite 205, St. Cloud.

RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
yourseH wtth an ear-splitting wail
activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
red or gray, $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommates
special: two or more alanns only
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to Robert J.. Roo
11925 71h st N.E.
Dept.1-SC
Mpls., MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sales tax..
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It's Clinique· bonus tirrie!
"Above and Beyond"
· Clinique· Bonus ,
at Herberger's

"ABOVE AND BEYOND" CLINIQLJE· BONus·
Skin care essentials and marvelous makeups~ Your Clinique• 8-piece bonus gift includes:
• Plum Raisin Lip Shaping Pencil
• Vanilla Superbalanced Makeup
• Rinse-Off Foaming Cleanser
• Clarifying Lotion 2

• Dramatically Different Moisturizing lotion
• Honey Gloss Long Last Soft Shine
Lipstick and Lipstick Case
• Honey Bee Glosswear and Brush

CLINIQUE

Your Clinique• 8-piece bonus gift with any Cliniquf!' purchase of 16.50 or more.
Clinique• Bonus good through Saturday, May 2, 1998.

One per customer, please. While supplies last.
Allergy Tested.
100% Fragrance Free.

Visit us on the internet."Th_e expert is in 24 hours a day." http://www.clinique.com

-

Use your Rose Card
when you shop

Don 't have o ne?
Apply today for
instant credit!

of Living
STORE HOUR.S GO HERE, STORE HOURS GO HERE. STORE HOURS GO HERE, STORE HOURS GO HERE, $TORE. HOURS.
Visa, MasterCard, American Express and NOVUS® also accepted.

